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and strategic, practical business tips 
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“WOW! is what many participants echoed after Jeannette’s outstanding 
presentation at AuthorU. Delivered with exceptional skill, 

interactive exercises and humor woven throughout, 
she engaged each and every one in the packed room.”

Judith Briles, The Book Shepherd, AuthorU

Jeannette Seibly is an award-winning, internationally recognized
business advisor and executive coach for over 24 years. She has helped
1000’s of entrepreneurs, executives, and business owners work
smarter, enjoy financial freedom, and realize their dreams NOW.
Jeannette has an uncanny ability to help her clients identify roadblocks
and focus quickly to produce unprecedented results. Each client has
unique challenges, and Jeannette’s gift is helping each one create
success in his or her own unique way. Along the way, Jeannette has
guided the creation of 3 millionaires and helped over 25 companies
produce million-dollar results.
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Get Your Brag On! 
How to sell yourself and win the sale, award, and promotion.

Talent Management: Avoid Making Bad Hiring Decisions
Attracting top talent, hire for job fit, and overcome people challenges.

Answering the Why
What gets in the way of achieving intended results?

Leading Together: Strengthening the Team
Get every one on the same page to overcome conflicts, silos, or bad decisions.

Pick Yourself Back Up After You Fail! 
Helping professionals move past mistakes, failures and other career challenges.

“I was so impressed with the content of the presentation, with 
the looks of the presentation, with Jeannette’s engagement 

with the audience … she walks her talk.”
Viveka von Rosen, Top 20 Social Media influencers, Forbes
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